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• Outside-in sustainability materiality describes how
companies assess the sustainability factors outside
their control that have the biggest effect on (or are
most material to) a company’s financial performance.

• We believe three changes are afoot that will
increasingly broaden the definition of an outside-
in approach—and could require entrepreneurs and
founders to rethink their materiality assessments:

1. Sustainability materiality may encompass
opportunities, as well as risks.

2. Sustainability materiality may become forward-
looking and dynamic.

3. Sustainability materiality may need to consider
perceptions and impacts.
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Private business owners and entrepreneurs know that
relevant data is vital to their businesses, in particular its
financial performance. Identifying the most relevant and
hence useful data rests on the concept of materiality. This
matters also for customers, stakeholders, and investors.

In the first of a three-part series, we considered materiality
and why it matters today, particularly as its definition
increasingly extends to cover sustainability metrics around
environmental, social, and corporate governance (ESG)
performance.

In this second part of the series, we’ll explore sustainability
materiality by examining how ESG factors in the outside
world can affect an entrepreneur’s business. We’ll look at
costs, risks, and the mitigation strategies founders can adopt
to maintain profitability and sustainability.

And in part 3 of this series, we’ll explore how sustainability
materiality is increasingly focused on so-called “double

materiality,” investigate why entrepreneurs may have to pay
closer attention to their firm’s impact on the wider world,
and suggest how business owners can make an impact in
the most financially efficient way.

What is “outside-in”
sustainability materiality?

“Outside-in” sustainability materiality describes how
companies assess the sustainability factors outside their
control that have the biggest effect on financial
performance. This approach is analogous to investors that
integrate ESG factors into their investment process.

In practice, a business owner works with managers to
list environmental, social, and governance factors that
have the biggest influence on their company’s operations
and outputs. For example, an agribusiness or a beverage
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company may identify water scarcity or drought risk as the
most material factor.

Building on the definition of materiality from part 1 of
this series, outside-in sustainability materiality will also
likely include identifying the ESG factors that a reasonable
investor would expect to understand before committing
capital to a firm.

This is a one-way definition of materiality. It does not
account for the fact that companies’ activities and offerings
can have impacts (financial, environmental, and social) on
the wider world. This “inside-out” approach is included in
the concept of “double materiality,” which we shall explore
in part 3 of this series.

How does it affect the
business?

Historically, an outside-in approach to sustainability
materiality was primarily a financial risk management tool.

This approach looked at the external ESG factors that posed
the greatest risk to a particular business’s operations or
offerings today, focusing chiefly on current ESG factors that
already have a discernible, direct impact on financial metrics.
Examples could be:

• Data on energy efficiency and intensity, and fuel mix

• Data on greenhouse gas emissions and the costs of
offsetting these to meet targets

• Data on water and wastewater management

• Data on employee health and safety, including the
incident rate and exceptional costs for remediation

• Data on adherence to and management of legal and
regulatory developments with respect to sustainability.

Essentially, the ultimate aim of outside-in sustainability
materiality was to identify the ESG factors that had the
biggest potential impact on a company’s enterprise value,
with particular focus on the environmental, social, and
governance risks that had the greatest likelihood or capacity
to destroy enterprise value.

What’s changing, and how can
founders respond to support
profits and sustainability?

We believe three changes are afoot that will increasingly
broaden the definition of an outside-in approach—and
could require entrepreneurs and founders to rethink their
materiality assessments:

1. Sustainability materiality may encompass
opportunities, as well as risks

Heightened awareness that global challenges will need to be
tackled collaboratively means that there is growing pressure
on companies (public and private) to address sustainability.
The view that it may be in a company’s best interest to
combat sustainability problems as a cost or risk reduction
exercise is no longer the only reason for action.

As we noted in our report “Three steps to becoming
more sustainable…and profitable,” sustainability materiality
is likely to expand to include the external sustainability
factors that present the most material opportunities for
firms to seize in order to expand their sales base, boost profit
margins, or capitalize on competitive advantages.

Consider the topic of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DE&I).

Entrepreneurs whose success depends on an adaptable,
talented workforce may view the topic as a risk
management issue. But a lack either of robust DE&I policies
or of awareness of regulatory developments (as outlined
in our paper “Is the drive for diversity under threat?”)
could affect costs through potential increases in litigation,
higher wage bills as a result of seeking a narrow worker
demographic in tight local jobs markets, and a potential
decline in brand value.

Such a lack could also discourage talent from joining a
company. A 2021 BCG survey of 9,900 digital workers
concluded that DE&I had become more important for
61% of those surveyed over the prior year. And half of
respondents would rule out working for companies whose
DE&I beliefs did not match their own.

However, outside-in materiality should also consider how
building a market-leading DE&I strategy could provide
a company an opportunity—for example, by opening
access to new marketplaces, reducing overall labor costs
by broadening the talent pool for hiring, or eliminating
workplace prejudice or bias that can lead to attrition from
underrepresented worker demographics.

2. Sustainability materiality may become forward-
looking and dynamic

A potential criticism of the outside-in approach to
materiality is that it can privilege the known sustainability
factors that already feed through into today’s financial
performance, while failing to account for future material
issues that could influence future enterprise value.
Entrepreneurs may therefore need to consider more closely
which sustainability issues are poised to become material to
their company’s financial performance in the future.
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With scarce internal resources and a potential lack of in-
house sustainability expertise, it may increasingly make
sense for founders to make sustainability a core part of
their in-house finance or risk management teams, work
with external advisors where appropriate, and reconsider
whether their audit and accountancy partners can provide
more comprehensive sustainability support.

Business owners should also look at whether their
materiality assessments are best undertaken as static or
dynamic exercises. Budget-constrained entrepreneurs may
argue that, in the absence of large operational changes,
identifying the environmental, social, and governance
factors that have the greatest influence on financials is a
one-time exercise.

This approach may be costly, especially in today’s world
of economic and geopolitical uncertainty. Consider just
two examples of why a dynamic approach to sustainability
materiality may make sense:

• The level and volatility of global commodity prices—
as well as access to commodities themselves—may not
have previously been material either to the commercial
or to the sustainability performance of a private business.
But the ongoing war in Ukraine and its spillovers into raw
materials markets may have elevated the importance
of these input costs and demonstrated that reliance on
high-emitting fossil fuels is a material issue.

• Private businesses may now be facing increased scrutiny
—and even lost business—by continuing to operate
in countries whose foreign policy does not match
stakeholders’ values.

Analysis of sustainability reporting from 160–170 member
companies of the World Business Council for Sustainable
Development (in partnership with ry) reveals how material
sustainability issues changed between 2018 and 2021. For
example product responsibility became significantly more
important (73% of companies said it was a priority material
issue in 2021 versus 49% in 2018) alongside climate change
(83% in 2021 versus 60% in 2018).

Committing to a dynamic approach to materiality does
not have to mean facing a costly and lengthy process.
One way business owners can keep up to speed is to
consider whether their materiality map is changing with
every business decision. Adding a new business line or
expanding in a new market can serve as a chance to
identify and monitor relevant sustainability areas for just
that particular growth initiative. This selective approach may
help entrepreneurs operate in an agile, cost-conscious, and
timely manner.

3. Sustainability materiality may need to consider
perceptions and impacts

Another consequence of an outside-in sustainability
approach, one focused on financial performance, is that it
favors those environmental and social issues that have a
direct impact on accounting metrics.

We shall discuss how materiality increasingly extends to the
company’s impact on the world at large in part 3 of this
series. But it is important to note that materiality can also
depend on the subjective (and harder-to-quantify) aspect of
perceptions.

In our report “Three steps to becoming more sustainable…
and profitable,” we noted that one of the steps in a
materiality assessment is to gauge views from a wide circle
of stakeholders on the most material sustainability issues.

While we acknowledged that the ultimate decision lies
with the business owner and their management team, it’s
important for entrepreneurs to give appropriate weight to
external factors raised by customers, suppliers, and others,
even if they don’t seem to have a direct influence on costs,
revenues, or profitability.

For example, end-customers may expect a private business
to tackle particular social justice causes because they
regard such activism as “the right thing to do,” even
if topics such as social inequality or unequal access to
services (healthcare, education) have no direct bearing on
corporate performance. Failure to tackle such “immaterial”
issues may lead to customer boycotts and lost revenues
—the “immaterial” sustainability topic suddenly becomes
material.

Private business owners could consider whether it makes
sense to tackle some sustainability issues that stakeholders
care about (but which have no discernible impact
on financial performance) through a corporate social
responsibility program that is distinct from core operations
but forms part of a coherent sustainability strategy at the
company level.

Equally, entrepreneurs may decide to address different
sustainability issues through their business, personal
sustainable investing portfolio, and private philanthropic
endeavors to use their total capital in the most efficient and
impactful way.

Conclusion

Outside-in sustainability materiality describes how
companies assess the sustainability factors outside their
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control that have the biggest effect on (or are most material
to) a company’s financial performance.

An outside-in approach to sustainability materiality has
primarily been used as a financial risk management tool.

We believe three changes are afoot that will increasingly
broaden the definition of an outside-in approach—and
could require entrepreneurs and founders to rethink their
materiality assessments:

1. Sustainability materiality may encompass opportunities,
as well as risks.

2. Sustainability materiality may become forward-looking
and dynamic.

3. Sustainability materiality may need to consider
perceptions and impacts.
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